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Round 1 - Read 1 Comments: 
 
 
With a setup that reels you in, and a adventure that hooks you, Jake's quest to find the allusive sasquatch is a 
heart filled story with just the right amount of comic relief.  
 
The smartly written expedition that Jake and his small crew goes on has a great amount of entertainment value, 
but a lot less sasquatch action than expected. But the small glimpse and interaction you get in the last 5 pages of 
the script are still golden and really wraps up the rest of the story. As the pacing quickens when the danger rises, 
you realize that everything you've previously read is being utilized to push the story forward, even from the 
smallest of nuances and the elements used throughout the script that come full circle in the end are enjoyable. Like 
the Morris Code Sara and Jake used as play when she was a kid, and ends up saving their lives in the end.  
 
There are great one liners and comic relief that help to keep the story going. The characters are fully flushed out 
and their personalities work together as they navigate the thick woods. As far as the ending goes, referencing 
Lucy's relation to sasquatch, doesn't come across as being necessary to the story. Seeing Lucy's half sasquatch 
sister doesn't land cleanly as a joke.  
 
Overall it's a professionally written story that really uses all the best elements of screenwriting. 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 1 - Read 2 Comments: 
 
 
This script tries to bring some fun to the search for Big Foot. There have been a lot of scripts about this search, but 
this one at least creates characters who are distinctly drawn with keen motivations. The dialogue is also written 
with some flavor and reflects who these people are. 
 
Crafted with skill, the script whips along at a fairly good pace. The college settings are brought to life with keen 
detail. The conflict that the protagonist; Jake, has with another Professor is well executed. It’s almost like their 
need to stop the other, or one up the other person is more important than the actual creature who may or may not 
exist. Very human emotions are captured – jealousy, envy etc. You’re rooting for Jake right until the very end.  
 

Jake’s relationship with his daughter, Sarah is also a relationship that felt both authentic, but provides some nice 
conflict. Their feelings for each other verge on love/hate at times, but as the script goes on, the bond between 
them is felt.  
 
The plot of finding Big Foot takes awhile to get going, but it creates mystery. There isn’t any type of substantial 
plot – and the creature is kept off screen most of the tike. This is more about the search and it’s entertaining and 
engaging to the end. 
 
 
 
Round 1 - Read 3 Comments: 
 
 
This is a fun adventure dramedy, somewhere between the fantastical and the silly. At first I thought this would 
cover a large breadth of mystical/lore creatures, but the focus is on the sasquatch, and most of the story is a cat-
and-mouse chase through forests.  



 
The premise is fun and well thought out. Structurally it has linear progression and it hits the beats where it needs 
to, and escalates the drama to the end. I particularly like the evolution of Sarah from recalcitrant to believer, and 
then the magic glimpse where the audience holds their breath as a legend comes true.The crafting is what makes 
this work, taking humorous moments and adding levity, but still maintaining a sense of drama and suspense, and 
never falling into campy. Although the voice isn't really unique, the writing is certainly professional, finding a nice 
balance of detail and concise narration.  
 
The characters are nicely done- Jake and Sarah and a budding romance that Alec tries to thwart make for a nice 
dynamic. Lucy is just a wacko, and delightfully so. They all have different needs and stakes, and they all have a 
different character arc from beginning to end. Believable, flawed, but enjoyable.  
 
This is an enjoyable read with concise solid writing, and a playful, fantastic, mystical feel about it, because of the 
dream that the characters chase. This would be fun to see on the silver screen! 
	


